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ABSTRACT
• We designed and implemented a low-power, optical communication system for compact underwater
autonomous vehicles for short-range, high-bandwidth data transmission;
• This paper emphasizes on identifying optimal hardware configurations for maximizing transmission
distance or link misalignment tolerance;
• Theoretical power and misalignment models were investigated for a single static LED as the transmission source, with optical lenses on both transmitting and receiving ends;
• The trade-off between transmission distance and misalignment tolerance is largely determined by the
focus level of the receiver lens;
• The transmitter beam width is a limiting factor in finding the maximum misalignment tolerance by
defocusing the receiver lens.
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MISALIGNMENT TOLERANCE
• One way to increase the TX-RX misalignment
tolerance is to defocus the receiver lens;
• By increasing , decreases according to
• Maximum misalignment can be found as:

• Attenuation from absorption and scattering
Beer’s Law

• Photodiode received power
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PROTOTYPING & PRELIMINARY TESTING RESULTS
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Fig. 3. Trade-off between transmission distance and link misalignment
tolerance.
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Fig. 4. Maximum misalignment tolerances recorded according to decreasing lens focus levels.
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Fig. 5. Photodiode received power versus transmitter alignment for different system configurations.

Fig. 6. Original RGB image to be transmitted using optical communication (left). Received image
data at 3 Mbps without link misalignment (middle). Received image data at 3 Mbps with temporary link misalignment, without further data corruption once realigned (right).

INTEGRATED VEHICLE EXPERIMENT
Compact Underwater Vehicle Maneuverability Test
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FUTURE WORK
• Real-time focus level adjustment of the receiver lens;
• Transmitter with a multi-LED array;
• Vehicle-vehicle optical transmission test.
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Fig. 8. Underwater testing
tank (top); Qualysis underwater motion capture system
to provide the ground-truth of
the vehicle’s trajectory during
test (bottom).
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the preliminary testing setup of the optical communication system, showing beam misalignment. The testing tank is 1.22 meter
long. (Not to scale)
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Fig. 1. Optical transmitter PCB back (left) and front (middle) views, and the
optical receiver PCB (right). The transmitter uses a CREE XR-E green LED
and an OPTX1006 LED collimating lens; the receiver uses a blue-green enhanced photodiode and LA1145-ML plano-convex lens with a focal length
of 75 mm. For continuous transmission, the transmitter consumes approximately 4 Watts and the receiver consumes less than 1 Watt.
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Fig. 7. Underwater experiments of the 1st-generation daughter AUV
prototype performing yaw, sway, and combined movements. Successive snapshots were taken at the labeled time steps. Engaged actuators are marked by red arrows pointing in the direction of water flow
movement. Lateral thruster motors were supplied with power at a 60%
duty-cycle during this experiment. Result previously presented in [1].
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Fig. 9. Experimental evaluation of the optical
communication system while the vehicle is in motion. The transmitter was facing upward inside the
vehicle, and the optical receiver was fixed facing
downward with a vertical distance of 75 cm away
from the vehicle plane. The numbers of successfully transmitted bits are reported under different
relative velocities of the vehicle with respect to
the static optical receiver. Result previously presented in [1].

Fig. 10. 2nd-generation daughter AUV.

Fig. 11. Multi-LED transmitter.
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